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Students Today, Leaders Forever (STLF)

- Purpose Statement: The general purpose is to get MSUM students developing and polishing leadership skills by serving their community. "Promoting initiative and living with passion...believing that one student CAN make a difference."
- Website: www.stlf.org
- Organization Facebook: www.facebook.com/msumstlf
- Organization Twitter: @MSUM_stlf
- Contact Name and E-mail: Jaclyn Olson - olsonjacl@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Lindsey Roesch- roeschli@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Ryan Bennek- bennekry@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Maddy Janksy- janskyma@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Ellen Brisch - brisch@mnstate.edu